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women, would make us all feel witty and brilliant,
and the Duke, reserved, but simple and kind, a great
gentleman, would put us all at our ease so that ^e ceased
to care whether we were in truth either brilliant or
witty There would be long talks of the gardens of
Blenheim, and the Duke would tell us of the vicissitudes
they had undergone Le Notre laid them out, he
took his time about it' Sarah, the great Duchess, got
tired of him, and one day sent Le Notre packing back
to France Capability Brown later on took a hand in
continuing the work the gardens still remained un-
finished The Duke had discovered some of the old
plans "Ought I to finish the gardens in these days?"
he asked "Why not?" I cned, "they will make this
place more beautiful " The Duke did complete the
gardens, and when I saw them finished I wondered
at his skill and admired their beauty I have known
many men who were good hosts, but I have never
met one who was so perfect in that testing part as is
the Duke of Marlborough
All the world comes to Oxford, yet despite the
enchantments which it offers some who explore it find
time to visit our simple abodes on Boar's Hill Oxford
people themselves do it but rarely It is a full three
miles away The hill is too steep for the bicycle, and
the motor car is only just beginning to be known by the
University, except, of course, by those pioneers, the
undergraduates Sir William Morns has brought us
prosperity, and offers us unending choice of cars, but
we are only slowly overcoming our reluctance to this
new-fangled mode of progression Oxford, moreover,
is overworked, and none is more conscientious in
their work than are Oxford men Something serene,
reserved, inaccessible, monastic is still m residence at
Oxford In term time, work, and after term, recupera-
tion, therefore, we must go to them, and who would not
go willingly, for of all the cities which I know Oxford
is the most seductive The streets are crowded, traffic
us congested, to cross Carfax at a busy hour is more

